FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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Correct Sizing
TO MEASURE:

2c) Then place on the penis. This leaves
a “buffer /comfort zone”
helping urine flow. The
adhesive area starts
further down the sheath.
Use 2 smaller fingers to
Connector
tube being
held against
gently hold connector
palm of hand
tube against the palm
to create tension
Self fitting
whilst rolling sheath on.

Trim any pubic hair on the
shaft and base of the penis.
Don’t shave as this can
cause skin irritation. Use
mild soap with no added
moisturiser when washing
this area & ensure dry
before proceeding.
Tip: Use Kitchen
roll to absorb
moisture in the
skins creases.
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The Buffer Zone
Unroll the rest of the
sheath down the shaft
of the penis, keeping it
even and straight all
the way down.
DO NOT roll at an angle

2b) Prior to fitting, the sheath
must be unrolled
at least 3 times.

2a) Rolled up sheath.

put tape around the
middle of the penis
so it is a snug fit.

Latex-free

The Un-roll

End of the
connector
tube is held with
one hand and
pulled gently back

UNROLL

x3

Rolled on with
other hand

Fitting by someone else

OPTIONAL - Use the protective cloth (free in each box of sheaths) to keep pubic hair away from the adhesive area.
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The Sticky Bit

Ensure Good Adhesion
Smooth out any wrinkles in the sheath.
Hold the adhesive area of the sheath
firmly for 15-30 secs.
The warmth of your hand ensures
the adhesive bond is strong.

After the Buffer-Zone there's the
adhesive area which should start
behind the head of the penis.

WRONG as sheath
unevenly rolled

Adhesive area
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The Connection
a) Fitsheath
to the penis

Connection made easy if conical
connector on leg bag is wet (optional)

b) Fit leg bag to
leg comfortably
& secure

Sheath Removal
Remove by rolling off*

DON'T TWIST

*Removal may be easier in bath or shower
Optional: Ideally remove after 24hrs to give
your skin a chance to breathe
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